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CERTIFICATION UPDATE 

Late in 2017 Bedford Manor employees approached the USW seeking assistance to change their toxic 

work environment.  Despite a desperate “We can change” campaign by management, USW applied for 

certification on January 22, followed by an LRB conducted vote held on February 1st.   

Regrettably, Bedford CEO has taken the position that management must agree to which Union can 

represent Bedford.  Due to the company challenging the certification, and management’s attempt to 

interfere with the certification process the ballot box was sealed.  Hoping to avoid a lengthy expensive 

legal battle we attempted to reach out to the CEO of John Howard Society seeking a common-sense resolve 

that respected your right to choose and counted the ballots. Ms. Lord was not receptive to a common-sense 

resolve and instructed us that she would only communicate through legal counsel.   

Again, attempting to find a common-sense solution, USW proposed Labour Board Mediation and traveled 

to Vancouver on February 21st to meet with management. CEO Lindsay Lord initially agreed to mediation 

however refused to acknowledge Bedford employees right to choose to join the USW insisting that we 

proceed with a lengthy legal battle.   

At this point all information and documents are with legal counsel from both sides and the Labour Board to 

decide next step. USW would like to thank all Bedford Manor employees for their patience as this process 

takes place. USW is confident once the votes have been tallied Bedford Manor employees will become 

members of USW and bargaining will begin for a Collective Agreement. 

We will update you as we get information. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me 

directly. In Solidarity 


